A dynamic microarray device for paired bead-based analysis.
In this study, we have developed a meander-shaped dynamic microfluidic technology that allows us to pair two different types of microbeads in a trapping site. The dynamic microfluidic technology comprises implemented modifications of a conventional dynamic microarray design such as: (i) the combination of a meander-shaped by-pass channel and a trapping channel with a hydrodynamic trapping site and (ii) line-symmetrical formation of the by-pass and trapping channels. Using these modifications, we have successfully trapped different types of sample in one trapping site, and constructed an array of paired beads of different type such as polystyrene beads or hydrogel beads made of agarose, collagen or alginate. We found that this meander-shaped dynamic microfluidic technology is applicable for the observation of interactions between the paired beads such as molecular diffusion.